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About This Game

Pilot Crusader is a retro shoot-em-up with a sleek 90's atmosphere, plenty of explosions, a bucketful of nostalgia, and a plethora
of bullets.

Take control of a powerful spaceship and wage war against alien invaders in Pilot Crusader! This game features classic space
shoot-em-up mechanics, smooth, addictive gameplay, and polished visuals. Choose from several options of spacecraft that give

you the options of slower ships with more bullets to quicker ships with fewer bullets.

Love to fight bosses? This games got them! Fueled with powerful music, this game will satisfy. It’s screen shaking, loud sound
making fun with Pilot Crusader!!

Take control of a powerful spaceship and wage war against alien invaders in Pilot Crusader! Featuring classic space shmup
mechanics, smooth, addictive gameplay, and polished visuals,

Pilot Crusader will keep you entertained for hours while you watch enemy ships explode into flames!

Features
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Ruthlessly destroy enemy spacecraft

Upgrade and train your arsenal

Hours of addictive shoot-em-up gameplay

Explore the galaxy and annihilate your opponents

Polished visuals and smooth gameplay
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Title: Pilot Crusader
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
RadLabGaming
Release Date: 3 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: AMD Dual Core 1.8GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics

Storage: 150 MB available space

English
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First of all I have to say that this is by far not a good game one of the main reasons might be that it's not offering much.Others
would be:it becomes way to hard very fast and sometimes it feels laggy. The only reason I would give this a 4\/10 is that I played
a lot of total garbage shoot-em-up games on Steam and it would be unfair to give this a negative while it's just mediocre in my
opinion and the price was quite fair.
Keep in mind that this is far from being a good game and there are a lot of better options out there.. Was waiting to review until
I unlocked the second ship. So here is an overal review of the game:

PRO's:

PRICE (Well worth it)
The difficulty is well balanced and substantially gets harder after I unlock the second ship.
Love the explosions and variation of the explosion sounds
The background music is enjoyable, but I also love the mute option! haha
Always love when games put in the classic screenshake!
Enjoyed the multiple styles of ships ! I have only played with the first two but the second one is awesome!

CON's:

Lack of configuration options
Would love to see a global leaderboard and not just local

 OVERALL

The game was a good fun fast paced shooter based in space with a mix of the classic and newer technologies with good
explosions and sfx. Would love to see some more configuration options and more ships! Overall a great buy for a only
$0.99!

 SUGGESTION

Buy if you like small fun shootemups that will keep you distracted for a couple hours for under $1.00 on sale!
. So so... not great, not bad. Playable but not what I was looking for. I beleive I bought it on 75% sale so no regrets. I
would not recommend however becase for about $5 or less on sale you can get one of the many better arcade shooters..
Pilot Crusader is a steam videogame featuring unwittingly short forcibly gameplay
with a bold 3 unlockable outer space pilots that is both crusading and miserable
to dodge the red lazer bulletin bullets that have an ancient tool to make you upset
tremendously!

Its really short i beat this game in 19 minutes and its like a dollar and its still not worth
your precious valuable time that uncovers the source of evil in your recovering soul!

I give this game a rough bad rating 6.0\/10 its not recommended
love the burrito master!!!. I can make you a better game with Sratch in one hour.. This game at first I was pumped for,
but after I played it I found a number of bugs.

Every time you blow up an enemy, there is a giant white box. Bug down.

Sometimes the Mothership doesn't spawn in, and forces you to loose the streak.

There is no way to tell how to unlock more ships.

The AI and Ships in here are simply way too fast and your cannons are weak, and you can get killed with a single hit.
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Simply not recommended, they have Refunds for a reason.
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